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Did Katrina change the way we build?
A Building Science perspective
Written by John Ingargiola, EI, CFM, CBO, FEMA Building Science
Branch and Laura Ghorbi, PE, CFM, AECOM
In a speech commemorating the 10th anniversary of Hurricane
Katrina’s landfall, New Orleans Mayor Mitch Landrieu said, “We are

not just rebuilding the city that we once were, but are creating the
city that we always should have been.” Is this true for natural hazard

resilience? Did Katrina change the way we build for flood resistance in
Louisiana and Mississippi?
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In the aftermath of the widespread devastation caused by Hurricane
Katrina, the Federal Emergency Management Agency deployed a
Mitigation Assessment Team (MAT) to evaluate building performance
during the event, and the adequacy of building codes and construction
practices in place at the time. Eight years after Katrina, FEMA sent
another MAT to the same area following Hurricane Isaac. Now, 10
years since Katrina made landfall, FEMA looks back to see what has
improved and what more the mitigation community can do.
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Soon after Hurricane Katrina, FEMA issued advisory base flood
elevation (ABFE) maps so that rebuilt and retrofitted buildings would
be raised to an elevation that would protect buildings from damage in
future storms. Observations from Hurricane Isaac showed that
buildings elevated to or above the ABFEs were far less likely to sustain
flood damage. FEMA has provided approximately $1.7 billion in
Hazard Mitigation Assistance funding to lessen the impact of future
disasters, including a mitigation reconstruction pilot program.
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Based on MAT conclusions and recommendations, FEMA in 2006
developed foundation guidance and plans in FEMA 550,
Recommended Residential Construction for the Gulf Coast (now in its
second edition) and in 2007 developed critical facilities guidance in
FEMA 543, Design Guide for Improving Critical Facility Safety from
Flooding and High Winds. FEMA also developed residential wind
retrofit guidance in FEMA P-804, Wind Retrofit Guide (2010). For wind
retrofit projects to be eligible for HMA funding, they are required to
follow the guidance in FEMA P-804.
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Local Successes
One focus of the Hurricane Isaac MAT was on the performance of residential buildings repaired or built after
Hurricane Katrina. Most new construction and post-Katrina elevation projects were built on open foundations,
consistent with MAT recommendations for the area. These buildings consistently had minimal, if any, damage
compared to adjacent non-elevated properties (see figure). The MAT observed little to no flood damage for the
residential buildings they visited that were constructed under FEMA’s Pilot Mitigation Reconstruction Program.

Figure: Damage was observed in most at-grade slab foundation residences, while minimal damage was
observed in adjacent elevated properties (Source: FEMA P-938 Figure 3-2: Barataria, LA).
The Braithwaite Auditorium Community Center was rebuilt in 2011 after being damaged by Hurricane Katrina. It
was built to the 2009 preliminary Flood Insurance Rate Map base flood elevation (BFE), which was 3 feet higher
than the ABFE. During Hurricane Isaac in 2012, the area flooded with 8-10 feet of water, but the auditorium
sustained minimal damage, and the facility was in use shortly after the storm.
On Aug. 1, 2015, University Medical Center opened in New Orleans to replace the Katrina-damaged Charity
Hospital. In line with many Katrina MAT recommendations and FEMA best practices, the state-of-the-art hospital
located all critical functions 21 feet or more above the BFE, and has backup power to allow it to be fully
operational for a power outage of up to one week. The exterior is also designed to resist the effects of high wind.
State Building Codes
Prior to Hurricane Katrina, Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi did not have statewide building codes for nonstate-owned buildings. Many of the communities in the area had either not adopted up-to-date model building
codes that incorporated flood and wind protection or no building codes at all. The MAT recommended immediate
statewide adoption of the latest model building codes. Ten years later, the states have made significant progress,
but there is room to improve.
According to the Insurance Institute for Business and Home Safety’s Rate the States report (2015):




Alabama: Prior to 2012, Alabama did not enforce a statewide residential building code. In 2012, Alabama
adopted a statewide residential building code based on the 2009 International Residential Code. While
enforcement is not consistent in all communities, several coastal communities have strong code adoption
and enforcement programs.
Louisiana: After Hurricane Katrina, Louisiana passed a law requiring mandatory adoption and
enforcement of building codes. Louisiana now enforces the 2012 IRC. However, they did not adopt the
high-wind design or wind-borne debris region maps.
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Mississippi: After Katrina, Mississippi required flood- and wind-resistant building codes in five coastal
counties. In 2014, the state adopted a statewide building code, but allowed communities to opt out.

Nationwide Code Change Successes
MAT recommendations improved the building codes and construction practices not only in the area devastated
by Katrina, but across the country.
 Based on the widespread devastation of buildings from floodwater and waves that exceeded first floor
elevations, the MAT recommended mapping the Coastal A Zone based on the limit of the 1.5-foot
breaking wave and recommended Zone V construction practices in the Coastal A Zone. Starting in 2008,
FEMA began mapping the Limit of Moderate Wave Action (LiMWA) on FIRMs. ASCE 24-14, Flood
Resistant Design and Construction, requires Zone V construction in the Coastal A Zone, where delineated.
 The elevation of a building was the most critical factor in its success at withstanding the storm surge. The
MAT recommended freeboard for all buildings in all Special Flood Hazard Areas. The 2015 IRC and ASCE
24-14 require at least 1 foot of freeboard for all residential and commercial buildings.
 The operation of many critical and essential facilities was hampered or eliminated as a result of storminduced damage. The MAT recommended that all new critical and essential facilities be located above the
500-year flood elevation. ASCE 24-14 requires essential facilities (Category IV) to be elevated or protected
to the BFE plus 2 feet or the 500-year flood elevation, whichever is higher.
Room for Improvement
The Isaac MAT observed that even when buildings were elevated, not all utility and service equipment were
elevated or protected, and were therefore damaged. Attention needs to be paid to make sure that utilities are
elevated to the required height to avoid facility interruption. The Isaac MAT also observed failures of slab-ongrade elevation projects due to insufficient slab thickness, reinforcement and connections to the new foundation.
When slab-on-grade buildings are elevated, the existing slab and new foundation design must be assessed to
determine the feasibility and effectiveness of the project. Otherwise, elevating existing buildings may not result
in the intended outcome of surviving a hurricane.
Conclusion
After 10 years, it is clear that Katrina-impacted areas are successfully rebuilding with flood- and wind-resistant
design and construction in mind. Progress has been made in voluntary actions to elevate and repair existing
buildings, and regulatory requirements for new construction. It may take several years to fully benefit from
actions implemented following Hurricane Katrina, but we are headed in the right direction. Hurricane Katrina has
shaped the national dialogue on building for flood resistance, and has not only led to improved resilience in the
impacted area, but has led to greater resilience in national model codes and best practices for flood and wind
mitigation.

Why I love being an ASFPM member?
#ASFPM2015
Learn how you can become an
ASFPM member here.
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Tom McDonald, CFM from
Georgia, said, “Best advantage
as an ASFPM member: the
conference fully charges my
batteries and I'm ready to
promote smart floodplain
management.”
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What’s the ASFPM
Foundation been up to?
ASFPM Foundation to hold a Gilbert F. White
National Flood Policy forum this fall in D.C.
What exactly IS “climate informed science?” That is what the ASFPM
Foundation hopes to answer in its one-day forum, “Climate Informed
Sciences and Flood Risk Management – Opportunities and Challenges.”
The foundation, as a catalyst to this important discussion, is hosting the
invitation only, policy forum to gather approximately 100 of the nation’s
leading experts from federal, state and local agencies, private
practitioners and academia, to articulate the three broad categories of
“policy and budget,” “practitioner implementation” and “research.”
The forum, which will be held Sept. 17 at George Washington University,
will have participants separate into breakout sessions and evaluate and
propose recommendations to the Administration on actions necessary to
achieve the use of climate informed science. The goals are to have
methodologies that are reasonable and repeatable, and to the extent
possible, promote consistency in applications by agencies and
practitioners. The decisions made now are critical to our nation’s ability to
manage flood risk, recover from flooding and ensure we have properly
invested in our structural and nonstructural defenses due to a changing
climate.
Doug Plasencia, ASFPM Foundation president, announced the upcoming
forum at ASFPM’s national conference this June in Atlanta. Expanding
further for News & Views, he said, “Executive Order 13690 is a significant
advancement of flood risk management policy, linking federal investment
with a changing climate. However there is much work to be done to
quantify the ‘climate informed sciences approach’ for the purpose of
estimating flooding impacts. The ASFPM Foundation’s purpose is to be a
catalyst for advancing policy and science and is well suited to be a host
and catalyst to advance this essential dialogue.”
If you’d like to read about past flood policy forums the foundation has
held, click here.

Foundation looking for invites to upcoming ASFPM
chapter conferences
The ASFPM Foundation has been honored in the past with presenting at
many ASFPM chapter meetings.
Larry Larson, ASFPM director emeritus, said these visits by foundation
trustees are great opportunities for the foundation and chapters. Chapters
learn what the foundation is all about, and what the foundation could do
to assist chapters and its members to better manage flood risk. The
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WHAT IS THE ASFPM
FOUNDATION?

In 1996, ASFPM established
a non-profit, tax exempt
foundation, which serves as
an advocate for the
profession and as a voice for
you, the practitioner,
supplier or service provider.
The foundation seeks and
directs funds to help ASFPM
meet its goals and support
floodplain management
activities that originate
outside of ASFPM.
Foundation donations have
supported development of
the CFM program, No
Adverse Impact
publications, college
student paper competitions,
higher education
opportunities in FPM, and
specialty think tank
meetings, including the
Gilbert F. White National
Flood Policy Forums.
ASFPM Foundation
promotes public policy
through select strategic
initiatives and serves as an
incubator for long-term
policy development that
promotes sustainable
floodplain and watershed
management. If you’d like
to learn more or donate to
the foundation, click here.
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foundation learns what chapters are working on, and helps set up collaborations with other chapters that might
be working on the same issue.
Tara Coggins, president of the Association of Floodplain Managers of Mississippi, plans to take up the
foundation’s offer.
She said, “Before attending the live auction at our national conference in Atlanta, I knew very little about ASFPM
Foundation. I had the opportunity to meet many of the members and some of the trustees who were very
informative as to what the foundation does for our communities! I hope to have a representative visit our
Mississippi chapter at our next conference so that we can educate our members as to what they are here for!!!
Without the ASFPM Foundation's resources and backing, our jobs would be much harder! Thanks for all that you
do!”
If your chapter would like to have a foundation board representative present at your chapter conference, please
contact Sonja Wood at Sonja@h2opartnersusa.com to submit a request.
Grant Opportunities

More than $194 million in funding and technical assistance is available for state, local and tribal governments
from the Department of Energy, Department of Homeland Security, Rhode Island Department of Administration
and Fish and Wildlife Service that can be used to support climate and energy initiatives, including economic
development, sustainable communities, green infrastructure and water efficiency. For full eligibility and
application details, please visit the links provided below. In addition, please visit the calendar of 2015 EPA grant
opportunities that may be of particular interest to communities.
USDA Rural Energy for America Program
USDA announced that it intends to issue a notice of funding availability in the coming weeks for an agricultural
energy efficiency and renewable energy program. Eligible technologies include solar, wind, renewable biomass
(including anaerobic digesters), small hydroelectric, ocean energy, hydrogen and geothermal energy. For more
information, visit the previous funding award press release.
DOE Deployment of Clean Energy and Energy Efficiency Projects on Indian Lands Program
DOE is issuing a notice of intent for a program designed to help install clean energy and energy efficiency retrofit
projects for tribal buildings and deploy clean energy systems on a community-scale. DOE expects to issue the
funding opportunity announcement in the last quarter of 2015. For more information, visit the notice of intent.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Coastal Program – $14 million
 Applications Due: Sept. 30, 2015
 Eligible Entities: Local governments and individuals

FWS announced funding for the Coastal Program, a voluntary, incentive-based program that provides direct
technical assistance and financial assistance in the form of cooperative agreements to coastal communities and
landowners to restore and protect fish and wildlife habitat on public and private lands. Projects should
incorporate ecosystem adaptation to help coastal ecosystems and communities prepare for and adapt to the
effects of sea-level rise and greenhouse gases. For more information, visit the funding opportunity description.
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Policy Matters!
Larry Larson, PE, CFM
Director Emeritus – Senior Policy Advisor, ASFPM
It hardly seems like it, but 10 years ago this month I was meeting with the leadership
of the U.S Army Corps of Engineers and FEMA in Anchorage, Alaska. We received The
National Weather forecast that Hurricane Katrina would make landfall on the Gulf
Coast at or near New Orleans. Before landfall, it was a Category 5 hurricane so
everyone expected it would be bad. The category rating system unfortunately only
signifies wind speed, and gives no indication about storm surge or rainfall. By the time Katrina hit land Aug. 29, it
was down to a Category 3 in wind, but because it came on land east of New Orleans, where the near shore
bathometry is very shallow well off shore, it was able to build a storm surge in excess of 30 feet in parts of
Mississippi, so rows of older houses built on grade were washed away.
This column will ask the question, “Does our national policy on disaster relief and recovery create a moral
hazard?” So why do I raise the issue of “moral hazard”?” Let’s first define what we mean by moral hazard when it
comes to flooding. This definition could apply to our national policy of disaster relief and flood risk management.
Moral hazard is a situation in which one party gets involved in a risky behavior knowing that it can gain
somehow from the risk and the other party will incur the cost and consequences.
As a reminder, damages and costs from Katrina include:










Storm Type at Landfall: Hurricane Katrina makes landfall as a Category 3 storm with 127 mph winds
between Grand Isle, Louisiana, and the mouth of the Mississippi River at about 6 a.m. Severe flooding
damage to Gulfport, Mississippi; New Orleans, Louisiana; and areas in between.
Deaths: 1,833, with 40 percent of the deaths in Louisiana caused by drowning, 25 percent due to injury
and trauma and 11 percent caused by heart conditions. Sources: Greater New Orleans Community Data
Center 2013, and FEMA.
Buildings Damaged or Destroyed: 1.2 million housing units damaged, including 126,000 “severely
damaged or destroyed” — includes Hurricanes Rita (Sept. 2005) and Wilma (Oct. 2005);
Estimated Cost: $148 billion (2012
dollars) in “total damages/costs.”
Insured Losses: $48.7 billion (2012
dollars) vehicles, homes and
businesses in six states, 63 percent
of the losses occurred in Louisiana
and 33 percent occurred in
Mississippi.
FEMA Assistance: 738,318
applications approved;
People Displaced: Up to 600,000
families homeless a month after the
storm.
Impact on the Gulf Coast: More than
one million people in the Gulf region
were displaced by the storm. At the
peak, hurricane relief shelters
Gentilly, New Orleans, after the great levee failure disaster of
housed 273,000 people. Later,
2005. Photo taken Nov 9, 2005 by Infrogmation via flickr.
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approximately 114,000 households were housed in FEMA trailers.
Total cost to federal taxpayers: $150 billion. FEMA has provided more than $131 billion to the four Gulf
states for public works projects and recovery in the 10 years since the storm, and $6.7 billion in recovery
aid to more than one million people and households, according to the federal agency. The majority of
federal aid, $75 billion, went to emergency relief operations, according to the Greater New Orleans
Community Data Center 2013.
Impact on New Orleans: According to the Greater New Orleans Community Data Center 2013, the
population of New Orleans fell from 484,674 in April 2000 to 230,172 in July 2006. By 2014, the
population had increased to an estimated 384,320, according to the U.S. Census Bureau.

About 70 percent of New Orleans’ occupied housing, 134,000 units, was damaged in the storm. One could ask if
we missed an opportunity to retreat from the most vulnerable sections, which can be 8 feet below sea level. This
city is also subject to rising sea level, sinking ground, and extensive loss of coastal wetlands that attenuate storm
surge. It is difficult for this community, steeped with such history and culture, to turn down billions of dollars to
rebuild in the high hazard, but should federal taxpayer money fund this future hazard?
When natural disasters devastate local communities, a warm-hearted nation invariably provides help. Even smallgovernment conservatives rally around government aid when their communities are affected. Short-term federal
relief efforts like this, however, have often planted the seeds for future disasters. When federal policy and
funding helps local communities rebuild, we will often create targets for the next natural disaster by ensuring an
ongoing cycle of devastate-rebuild-devastate.
Some of that has started to change. The federal government’s recovery aid after Katrina and Sandy have required
some new zoning and flood insurance requirements, including raising living quarters above flood levels. After
Sandy, federal funding was tied to elevating an additional one foot. But the underlying policy dilemma remains:
Should the federal government be the insurer of last resort, with the responsibility for salvaging the housing
decisions made by individual citizens and zoning policies set by individual communities?
Everyone wants a small government, but every natural disaster brings calls for more governmental help for the
afflicted. That inevitably leads to the searching questions about whether government could (and should) have
prevented individuals from making decisions that put them in jeopardy.

After the levees broke. Lower 9th Ward, New Orleans, taken Dec. 15, 2005 by Infrogmation via flickr
Federal policy and legislation can provide incentives for at-risk development, increasing this moral hazard. Some
examples are: (1) The Stafford Act (disaster relief act), which allows the president to declare a disaster and pour
federal aid into individual states and individual counties. This law commits federal taxpayers to paying 75-100
percent of the costs to rebuilding roads, bridges and other infrastructure when the President declares a disaster.
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(2) The National Flood Insurance Program has subsidized flood insurance premiums for 47 years. Those with
subsidies were paying about half of true risk premium rates, leading them to think they were not at high risk. (3)
Beach Nourishment: The federal government has been paying to pump sand onto eroding beaches — commonly
known as beach nourishment — for decades. Beachfront communities like it when the federal taxpayer pays to
maintain their beaches, which also encourages shoreline development. (4) Casualty Loss Deduction: Many
beachfront homes are investment properties owned by individuals or companies that rent them out. The Internal
Revenue Service allows owners to deduct losses from their taxes that aren’t covered by FEMA or their insurance.
While the deduction can ease the burden on taxpayers who have suffered storm damage, it is not means tested
and it can also function as subsidy for building or rebuilding homes that have been repeatedly damaged.
Does the combination of all our national policies create a moral hazard where those who benefit are not the ones
who pay? If so, what can we do to change that?




Ensure all flood insurance premiums reflect true risk so we don’t subsidize at-risk development, and
those at-risk know the true cost of living/building at-risk. We can assist those who cannot afford it with
means-tested social programs.
Provide a sliding cost share for disaster relief to reward communities and states doing the most to
prevent or mitigate at-risk development. Current disaster relief rewards those who do the least.
When we provide taxpayer relief after a disaster, make sure all rebuilding, public and private, that uses
taxpayer money to rebuild takes into account future predictable conditions: in watershed development,
sea level rise and increased storm intensity.

The constant challenge we face in managing flood risk is: “Who benefits vs. who pays?”

Navigating the Crazy Social Media World, Tip No. 5
By Michele Mihalovich, ASFPM’s public information officer
This month, instead of me writing the tip, we’re “borrowing” (with his permission of course) a blog post from
Kevin Sur, who serves as an emergency management instructor for Ohio Emergency Management Agency, as well
as an instructor for the National Disaster Preparedness Training Center. In fact, he’s one of the instructors who
taught the “Social Media for Disaster Response and Recovery” class at our national conference in Atlanta.
Sur’s short, sweet and very insightful blog asks the question, “Are you violating Facebook’s Terms of Service?” He
then goes on to say how to stop the violation. Read the full one-pager here. You can check out all of his posts
here. We’re crossing our fingers that he’ll be doing a repeat class at our next national conference in Grand
Rapids, Michigan. If you’re serious about finally creating social media pages for your organization, you do NOT
want to miss this class. We’ll keep you posted.
In the meantime, do you have a specific question for me so that I can help you navigate the crazy world of social
media? Email me at michele@floods.org.

Melissa Becker, CFM
from Louisiana, said,
“Networking, webinars,
conferences and
new ideas.”
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How many pre-FIRM historic buildings
are out there in the floodplain?
Written by Rod Scott, CFM, of L&R Resources, LLC in Mandeville, Louisiana
Rod Scott will be writing a series of columns on the issue of historic buildings
and the challenges when attempting to mitigate them.

Hurricane Sandy surged onto the South Side of Ellis Island, depositing debris and flooding the
basements of the historic hospital and administration buildings. Photo taken Nov. 3, 2012 by
NPS/Leonard1 via flickr.
Now that we are in the era of great change in flood insurance policy rates for pre-Flood Insurance Rate
Map (pre-FIRM) buildings, we need to take a look at the challenges ahead. Many of us who work in the
flood hazard mitigation field are trying to get a better handle on the reality of the situation. FEMA’s
National Flood Insurance Program has or had about 1.5 million pre-FIRM policies when the Homeowner
Flood Insurance Affordability Act of 2014 (HFIAA) was passed. About 250,000 property owners have
dropped flood insurance since HFIAA went into effect, which is a very troubling trend.
It is also well known that many more pre-FIRM buildings do not carry flood insurance due to the lack of
a mortgage, which requires flood insurance coverage. The fact is that we do not know how many preFIRM buildings are out there in the special flood hazard area and many of them are our historic
buildings. These pre-FIRM buildings are more at risk from flooding due to being built before we had
flood mapping and building codes that reduce the risk of flooding. For more than 40 years these
buildings have been charged a discounted flood policy rate that was artificially low compared to the risk
of and actually being flooded. Owners of these older historic buildings are now going to pay
substantially more for flood insurance due to the buildings being below Base Flood Elevation.
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When we examine the European settlement pattern of our nation, we realize that the economy was
primarily based on the water and the settlement was generally from the waterfront back to higher
ground. So our oldest, historic buildings tend to be nearest the water. Historic buildings are
irreplaceable. They provide a physical presence that connects us to those who built this nation and the
collective experiences we all share. Historic neighborhoods tend to have higher resale values. Historic
commercial buildings are often utilized as a tourist draw in many communities, providing employment
as well as important property and sales tax revenues to state and local governments. These revenues
provide important operating revenues for our community schools and state and local government
operations like police/fire/rescue and water/sewer departments.
It is important that we identify our historic buildings in our communities. It is also important to map
them on flood maps so we know which buildings are going to go through these big changes. We can
then organize information and education to those older historic building owners about flood hazard
mitigation. One more benefit from this exercise is that if you do have a disaster, you now know which
buildings are historic, which is so important when federal disaster recovery projects come to your town.
The community that knows its historic building inventory has a much better chance of a more
streamlined disaster recovery.

News you can use…
FEMA announces an Increased Cost of Compliance extension
Roy Wright, deputy associate administrator for Insurance and Mitigation, announced Aug. 10 an extension of the
current four-year time limit for completing ICC benefit related work to a six-year time limit of all flood claims
occurring after Jan. 1, 2011. Read the full bulletin here.

Risk MAP guidelines and standards 2015 fall maintenance cycle
FEMA maintains guidelines and standards to support the Risk Mapping, Assessment and Planning (Risk MAP)
program. These guidelines and standards define the specific implementation of the statutory and regulatory
requirements for the National Flood Insurance Program. These also outline the performance of flood risk
projects, processing of Letters of Map Change and related Risk MAP activities. More information is available here.

FEMA has released Evaluation and Monitoring of Seepage and Internal Erosion
(FEMA P-1032) to the public
FEMA has released Evaluation and Monitoring of Seepage and Internal Erosion (FEMA P-1032) to the public. This
technical manual, sponsored by the Interagency Committee on Dam Safety (ICODS), investigates the internal
erosion occurring at embankment dams and levees, and how it poses a threat of failure and potential risk to
public safety.
The U.S. Department of the Interior’s Bureau of Reclamation, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Natural
Resources Conservation Service, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and FEMA allocated significant resources to
make the development of this manual possible.
FEMA P-1032 is available online in the FEMA Library and will also be available for order via CD from the FEMA
Publication Warehouse.
News & Views August 2015
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New Guide to Public Alerts and Warnings for Dam and Levee Emergencies
Risk reduction can be achieved through various means, including improved
approaches to flood warning and emergency management. The USACE Dam and
Levee Safety Programs have recently engaged with renowned social scientists
Dennis Mileti and John Sorensen, in the areas of warning and evacuation to better
understand what motivates people to take protective actions during an
emergency event.
"A Guide to Public Alerts and Warnings for Dam and Levee Emergencies"
summarizes the results of that effort. It is targeted at anyone involved in the
emergency management process, including emergency management officials,
public information and affairs personnel, emergency first responders, dam and
levee owners and operators, media, public elected officials and other people or
organizations involved with or interested in local emergency management.

Army Corps of Engineers: Water Resource Authorizations,
Appropriations, and Activities
Larry Larson, ASFPM's director emeritus, recommends this Congressional Research
Service report called: Army Corps of Engineers: Water Resource Authorizations,
Appropriations, and Activities
He said, "This report, just issued by CRS (July 28), was written by a long-time colleague Nicole Carter and others.
Nicole has been doing analysis of USACE programs for years, and this document is really a brief but straight
forward "101" on how USACE works, which will be most useful for over 50 percent of Congress, which hadn't
dealt with a WRDA until 2014. This will help them (and all of us) get a quick overview and understanding of the
Corps process for projects and funding.
"Please note that the report discusses technical assistance programs like PAS and FPMS also. It does not mention
Silver Jackets, but that program is not a line item in the budget, but funded from other programs like FPMS and
others.
"I particularly urge you to read the appendix on pps. 18 and 19 that covers the evolution of the Corps Civil Works
Mission. That will give all of you a quick history of how the programs have evolved, and the importance of specific
WRDA bills (1986 was particularly loaded with changes in cost sharing) and how those national policy changes
came about."

Environmental Protection Agency and others issue final rule on CWA’s
definition of “Waters of the United States”
The Environmental Protection Agency and U.S. Department of the Army published
June 29 a final rule defining the scope of waters protected under the Clean Water
Act, which became effective Aug. 28.
This final rule does not establish any regulatory requirements. Instead, it is a
definitional rule that clarifies the scope of “waters of the United States” consistent
with the CWA, Supreme Court precedent and science. Programs established by the
CWA, such as the section 402 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
permit program; section 404 permit program for discharge of dredged or fill material; and section 311 oil spill
prevention and response programs, all rely on the definition of “waters of the United States.” Entities currently
are, and will continue to be, regulated under these programs that protect “waters of the United States” from
pollution and destruction.
News & Views August 2015
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What’s happening around the world?
A collection of the most viewed stories on our Facebook page

United Kingdom
Great animation on where the rain goes and how to better manage surface water with
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS). The video was created by London-based CIRIA,
which aims to improve the performance of all concerned with construction and the
environment. Watch the video here. [This post reached 438 people on ASFPM’s
Facebook page]

Anywhere in the world
"Terrible natural disasters will come someday, but most people have a hard time
worrying about stuff that isn’t imminent." The article, “Why You Don’t Really Care
about the Next ‘Big One,’” comes from The Atlantic’s CityLab.com. Photo at left
shows an upside down ship washed ashore by a tsunami in Ofunato, Japan March 15,
2011. Photo credit: AP/Matt Dunham. [This post reached 883 people on ASFPM’s
Facebook page]
"It’s common knowledge that air pollution can affect health — the World Health
Organization estimates that it caused 3.7 million premature deaths worldwide in 2012
alone. But now, reports Science’s Roland Pease, air pollution is being blamed for
something else: flooding." Read this article from the Smithsonian. Photo credit: George
Hammerstein/Corbis. [This post reached 475 people on ASFPM’s Facebook page]

Kentucky
Many of us have seen this photo before, the ironic and iconic representation of the
Great Depression. However, the TIME photographer was actually on assignment to
capture images of the Ohio River flood of 1937. Here are more photos taken during and
after that Louisville, KY flood. [This post reached 414 people on ASFPM’s Facebook
page]

Illinois
"Over 90% of urban flooding damage claims from 2007 to 2014 were outside the mapped floodplain." This is a
quote from the Illinois DNR report for the Urban Flooding Awareness Act. [This post reached 517 people on
ASFPM’s Facebook page]

Louisiana
"With Katrina’s 10th anniversary and the worst months of the annual hurricane season fast upon
us, thoughts turn to flood preparedness here in New Orleans — or the lack of it." The opinion
piece, “Levees vs. logic: Rigging federal flood insurance rates is dumb and dangerous,” is from
The Lens. [This post reached 524 people on ASFPM’s Facebook page]
Brad Pitt rebuilt 109 homes in New Orleans' Lower Ninth Ward after Katrina. The
families got to decide how high they wanted the homes above the BFE. Looks like quite
a few chose to go up and out of harm’s way. Read the Daily Mail article here. Photo
credit: Getty Images. [This post reached 1,141 people on ASFPM’s Facebook page]
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Anywhere in the nation
Every year, the United States foots a multi-billion dollar bill for the economic and
insured losses incurred from natural disasters. In 2014, the costs reached $25-billion
with certain regions of the country more prone to calamity than others. So what
disasters are the most common and how much do they cost? The New York Times did a
series of videos that break down the natural disasters by region. [This post reached 731
people on ASFPM’s Facebook page]
“First as tragedy, then as farce: FEMA still to adapt to climate change (+
documentation). Despite the agency’s attempts to account for bigger storms, its
outdated rules leave communities unprepared for disaster.” This article was written by
the New England Center for Investigative Reporting. The graphic at left is by Elizabeth
Shogren and Huffington Post. [This post reached 550 people on ASFPM’s Facebook
page]

Florida
Question: Why does this man not have flood insurance, especially after making the
statement that "it always floods here when it rains?" This article from BayNews9 is about
a recovery center opening in Pasco County. [This post reached 300 people on ASFPM’s
Facebook page]

California
Parts of the great San Joaquin Valley (California) are sinking almost 2 inches every
month, as the state's subterranean water supply is being drained to record lows
by farms and towns coping with the devastating drought, according to a report
from the National Aeronautic and Space Administration. This article, written by
the San Jose Mercury News, was based on this report from NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. The graphic at left was created by Doug Griswold/Bay Area News
Group using United States Geological Survey information. [This post reached 341
people on ASFPM’s Facebook page]

Why I love being an
ASFPM member?
#ASFPM2015
Learn how you can
become an
ASFPM member here.
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Jill Growe, an ASFPM
member from Chatham
County, Georgia, said, “I
love being able to help my
community be safe.”
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In honor of Hurricane Katrina’s 10th anniversary, we thought it would be a great idea to
pick the brains of some leading industry experts on New Orleans.
First up is Gerry Galloway, a civil engineering professor at the University of Maryland,
who has always had a passion about water. He once said, “My passion is to make sure
that in the U.S. and other countries, people are able to live with the natural cycles,
droughts and floods.” Over the years he has served on numerous committees,
commissions and boards. Galloway has participated in national and international projects
concerning environmental issues and water resource management and served as a
consultant for the Executive Office of the U.S. President. He was chair of a 2007 report,
“A California Challenge—Flooding in the Central Valley,” which recommended that levees
reducing the risk to urban areas should be built to protect against a Standard Project
Flood, a flood that represents the most severe combination of meteorologic and
hydrologic conditions that are considered reasonably characteristic of the region—a level of protection
considerably higher than the NFIP 100-year insurance standard.
ASFPM asked him: In terms of managing its flood risk, how do you think New Orleans is doing 10 years after
Katrina?
“New Orleans is much better off today than it was 10 years ago in terms of managing its flood risk, but it is
important to know that it is not just New Orleans dealing with this challenge,” he said. “Efforts to reduce the risk
in New Orleans represent the combined efforts of the federal government, state of Louisiana, city of New
Orleans, local levee board, and numerous non-governmental organizations that have participated in efforts to
make New Orleans a safer place to live, and to ensure the continuing viability of the metropolitan area. New
Orleans represents a model for gaining risk awareness in the community that 10 years ago did not fully
understand the challenges it faced from potential natural disasters or how to deal with these challenges. Since
2005, the nation has learned that flood risk reduction should replace flood control as the paradigm for reducing
flood losses, and that efforts to carry this out must be accomplished in an all-of-government collaborative
manner with full participation from the local community. Although far from perfect, New Orleans today is a
better place to live than it was 10 years ago and, should another hurricane hit, is considerably less likely to see
the consequences that brought the Crescent City to the nation’s television screens a decade ago.”
ASFPM then asked Galloway: What should New Orleans be doing today that's not being done?
Not one to mince words, Galloway said, “In my opinion, New Orleans is falling into a misguided sense of
complacency about the threat of hurricanes. Last year the Army Corps of Engineers completed its work on the
rehabilitation and improvement of the 100-year plus levee that encircles most of New Orleans. Bands played, city
leaders applauded, newspapers opined and sighed with relief, thinking that there was nothing else left to do. This
is far from reality. The 100-year plus levee that guards New Orleans, and which is a superb engineering
accomplishment, was set at that elevation to remove the city from the requirement for mandatory purchase of
flood insurance under NFIP, not to guarantee it any particular level of safety. The steps necessary to reduce the
risk in New Orleans to a tolerable level have not yet been well defined. Senior leaders of the Corps have noted
that the 100-year system is but a step on the way to an eventual solution for the cities hurricane risk reduction
effort. The Louisiana state plan has called for higher levels of levees for New Orleans. California now requires
200-year protection for urban areas. The Corps has long sought a Standard Project Flood (approximately a 500year event) as a reasonable level of levee height for urban areas, but has been hindered by a misguided focus on
the economics of such activity (failure to see ‘pay me now or pay me later’). Dutch experts have argued for a
considerably higher ultimate levee height (1000-5000 year). It is time for leaders at the federal, state and local
level to develop, with full citizen participation, a long-term structural and nonstructural plan for risk reduction for
the New Orleans metropolitan area and to link this to the significant effort underway by the state of Louisiana to,
in an environmentally sound manner, restore and preserve its Gulf coastline, which is an essential element of the
overall hurricane risk reduction plan for the state.”
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Next up, Shirley Laska, professor emerita with the University of New Orleans and
founding past director of the Center for Hazards Assessment, Response and
Technology. She’s also the co-founder of the Lowlander Center. This past May, Laska
testified before the U.S. Senate Environment and Public works Committee. You can
read her testimony, titled “Providing Necessary Flood Protection to Protect Coastal
Communities” here. One of the final lines in her testimony is, “Remember, creating
coastal communities that are more resilient, that can better survive the next flood, is
not rocket science. But it is more difficult to achieve than building a rocket to Mars.”
ASFPM posed the same two questions to Laska that we did to Galloway: In terms of managing its flood risk, how
do you think New Orleans is doing 10 years after Katrina?
She said, “I suspect (we don’t have much data on the recovery by modern cities from catastrophes) that most
communities and residents who go through hell and back want to be safer after such a traumatic experience. But
they also want to get on with living their lives and not be constantly thinking about what happened. The two
desires present considerable tension. Encouraging communities to continually work toward risk reduction and
encourage each individual to do so is unfortunately wishful thinking, at least at this stage of our society
confronting catastrophes. If such climate-related catastrophes become more frequent, and if federal resources
are not available to restore them, then communities will have to move more rapidly to achieve a ‘sea change’ in
commitment to risk reduction. Today in New Orleans the young, many in-migrant, environmental leaders are
focused on ‘living with water’ and managing stormwater. While stormwater flooding is an issue, it is, in the words
of Stephen Estopinal, president of the Southeast Louisiana Flood Protection Authority-East, a mere slingshot as
compared to the .45 caliber pistol that is the storm surge inundation from the Gulf. He said, ‘The sling shot will
hurt but the .45 can kill you.’ (The Lens, May 14, 2015) Will we have time to support the younger generation first
taking these modest steps as the imagining ‘stepping stones’ to more sophisticated support for the mitigation
measures fit for New Orleans—a coastal community? Only time will tell.”
When asked what should New Orleans be doing today that's not being done, Laska said, “Appreciate and fight
against the ‘moral hazard’ that levees create. Pass a freeboard requirement and seek mitigation funding from
every FEMA pre-disaster program and every post-disaster FEMA and CDBG program for elevating homes and
public structures. Commit to assist owner-occupied and rental housing owners to mitigate housing, especially in
low-lying areas including shallow-flooding mitigation techniques. Recommit to locate new housing on high
ground for low and modest income families as well as affluent, rather than letting the gentrification process
achieve even a greater differential in terms of income and risky, low-lying areas (currently most low-lying areas
within New Orleans are occupied by families with incomes of $30,000 or less). Encourage increased staffing by
the city for mitigation and CRS, which are currently only minimally staffed. Accept that risk reduction (including
freeboard) can be undertaken in aesthetically pleasing ways by utilizing traditional elevation techniques such as
lattice fill-in and when it cannot, opt for flood risk reduction over aesthetics. A tall order for comprehensive
mitigation efforts, but all of which are critical for the future of a resilient New Orleans!”
~~ASFPM would like to thank Galloway and Laska for taking time to answer these complex questions.~~

Job Corner
Broken Arrow, Oklahoma needs a stormwater engineer. The Santa Clara Valley Habitat Agency is looking
for a habitat conservation plan specialist/principal program manager. The Quinault Indian Nation is
hiring an environmental planner. These are just a handful of jobs being offered on ASFPM’s Job Corner.
Check it out for more information and the most up-to-date job listings. Or post your own job opening.
It’s completely free!
News & Views August 2015
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South Carolina Supreme Court ruled in favor of Richland County in a
decade-long case brought by a Myrtle Beach company that wanted to build a
$1 billion “city within a city” on farmland south of Columbia. So what’s this
mean for floodplain managers? Quite a bit!
ASFPM Executive Director Chad
Berginnis said, “I wanted to share
some very good news on an Aug. 12
court decision that is of significant
importance to floodplain managers
nationwide. The South Carolina
Supreme Court issued a decision
upholding the floodplain management
standards of Richland County against a
physical takings claim and regulatory
takings claim by Columbia Venture.
Their physical takings claim was
creative—that the county's adoption
of FEMA flood maps in conjunction
with its floodplain management
regulations in effect imposed a flood
easement on its property.

Aerial photo of Burroughs and Chapin's property once slated for Green
Diamond, adjacent to the Congaree River and I-77 and southeast of downtown
Columbia. Pictured on the upper left is the city of Columbia wastewater
treatment plant and on the upper right is Heathwood Hall. Photo credit: The
State|FILE PHOTOGRAPH.

“Initially Columbia Venture appealed
FEMA’s flood study/maps Oct. 19,
2001. Columbia Venture sued Richland County Aug. 19, 2004. This case was stayed in 2005, and returned to the
active docket in 2009 when Columbia Venture amended its Complaint against the County on Oct. 5, 2009.Then
they sued Dewberry and Davis (now Dewberry) Sept. 12, 2006. At that time, ASFPM filed an Amicus Brief -friend
of the court - in the Dewberry and Davis case (ASFPM along with ASCE and the Vermont Law School all filed Amici
Briefs in that case). After losing that case, Columbia Venture continued to pursue the physical and regulatory
takings case against Richland County. The ASFPM Board of Directors decided for ASFPM to again get involved in
this case due to its far reaching implications on floodplain management nationwide. They voted to proceed with
the development of a second Amicus Curie brief, this time on behalf of Richland County. After much effort by
staff at the end of 2013 and in early 2014, ASFPM’s Amicus was prepared and filed in September 2014. For those
into legal briefs, it is a beauty!
“The implications of this ruling are eloquently stated by Mullen Taylor, the lead attorney representing Richland
County, in this nice email we received from her below”:
“It is important to win cases like this one because the past floodplain cases applied an outdated analysis.
In most of the cases in the past that challenged floodplain regulation, courts made quick work of rejecting
the claim through a due process analysis, essentially saying that floodplain regulations were a reasonable
exercise of police power. In Lingle, U.S. Supreme Court created a bit more coherence to takings law by
rejecting due process considerations as improper in a takings analysis. Instead, courts should look at the
severity or magnitude of the burden on the landowner. Whether harm prevention was a valid aspect to
consider was not clear. A Federal Circuit case decided in 2009 held that harm prevention was indeed an
appropriate post-Lingle aspect to consider, which was good but the case was not about land use
regulations. A Massachusetts case in 2005 did involve floodplain regulations and rejected a takings claim
in part because of the harm-preventing nature of the regulations, but also scrambled a bit of
“reasonableness” in the mix. So the Columbia Venture case is important to floodplain managers because
the SC Supreme Court clearly and unequivocally recognized that floods are dangerous and costly, and the
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harm-preventing purpose of floodplain regulations is an important
consideration. This issue was hotly contested by the parties – the
county’s arguments at trial and in our appellate brief emphasized
over and over that floodplain regulations operate to prevent land
uses that cause harm, and that this harm prevention may burden
some property owners but at the same time, benefit them greatly.
The ASFPM’s Amicus Brief very effectively made these same
arguments. The SC Supreme Court listened, stating in its opinion
that the ‘County’s limitations on development in flood-prone areas
reduce the inherent risk of flood-related property damage and
benefit all County taxpayers and residents by reducing the
County’s potential liability incurred in emergency response, rescue,
evacuation, and other actions taken during a flood.’ Further, the
Court said that, ‘in light of the potential public costs of extensive
development in the regulatory floodway, we reject the argument
that the County’s floodway development restrictions constitute
anything but responsible land-use policy.’ Also notable is that the
Court upheld floodplain regulations that were more restrictive
than NFIP standards. This case should provide floodplain
managers across the country a firmer constitutional footing for
communities to enact more protective floodplain or floodway
regulation.”
Berginnis said that Columbia Venture could appeal this decision to the U.S.
Supreme Court.
He added, “This is not the first time ASFPM has been involved in court
cases with national implications in this way. ASFPM had prepared an
Amicus Brief in another important takings case – Mansoldo, which was
argued before Supreme Court of New Jersey in 2006 (it was the only
Amicus filed and accepted in that case). In short I wanted to not only let
you know of this important decision, but also ASFPM’s role in these key
cases that help buttress state and local floodplain management programs
across the nation. As ASFPM leaders you should be proud of your
professional organization, your unwavering support of effective flood risk
management and your willingness to be involved in these very important
issues!”

Why I love being an
ASFPM member?
#ASFPM2015
Learn how you can
become an
ASFPM member here.
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MORE READING ON THE
PIVOTAL CASE

Richland County prevails in
Green Diamond lawsuit. The
S.C. Supreme Court has ruled
in favor of Richland County in a
decade-long case brought by a
Myrtle Beach company that
wanted to build a $1 billion
“city within a city” on farmland
south of Columbia. Read the
article here.
An opinion piece from an
associate editor at The State
newspaper asks, “Is Richland
County’s nightmare on the
Congaree finally over?” Read
the full Aug. 24 piece here.
Professor John Echeverria of
Vermont Law School was
Mullen Taylor’s co-counsel on
the Columbia Venture case. On
Aug. 13, he posted “Floodplain
Regulation Not a Taking in
South Carolina” in a blog
about taking law. Read the
post here.

Kyle Riley, ASFPM District 4
Chapter Director from
Iowa, said, “The best part
about being an ASFPM
member: Geek becomes a
term of endearment.”
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From the Director’s Desk
Chad Berginnis, CFM
Executive Director, ASFPM

10 years after Katrina – have our post-disaster hazard
mitigation programs improved?
As the nation reflects on Katrina and the rebuilding that has taken place since, I too
found myself thinking about how far we have come. On my way into the office last
week, National Public Radio was interviewing property owners who had the opportunity to participate in hazard
mitigation programs post-Katrina. The problem was, it seemed to me there were a few owners still waiting to
hear if they are going to be allowed to participate in the mitigation program. Sometimes people get confused,
and just to check, I looked at FEMA’s most recent (July 2015) report on the Disaster Relief Fund expenditures. You
see, the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program is funded out of the DRF. Literally a footnote in a table towards the end
indicated that Katrina-related HMGP projects were still ongoing.
While we’ve made some tremendous strides with HMGP—especially with some tools like the benefit-cost
module and policies that make the project development easier—the project implementation timeline is abysmal.
If it’s taking 10 years after an event to begin, complete or close out a project, something clearly isn’t working.
And we collectively are to blame—at the federal, state and local level. What frustrates me most is that we have
the tools, authorities and even funds to get it done, yet time and again, mitigation projects take too long to
implement after a disaster. We seem to be lacking the collective will to make it an efficient process. So in the 10
years after Katrina, these are my national-level observations on our nation’s post-disaster mitigation efforts.
From the onset, we are set up for failure. Joint Field Offices operations are inadequate to produce an efficient
and successful mitigation operation and they don’t have to be. The performance of federal coordinating officers
is not evaluated by meaningful metrics related to successful mitigation program implementation. Rather the
overriding concern is to get JFOs shut down as soon as possible. FEMA HMOs might not want to mobilize
resources necessary to achieve a state’s vision. But I think HMOs would better serve the area by asking, “What
can we do to make the state’s strategy a reality?” The Hazard Mitigation Technical Assistance Program
contracting process has always been a convoluted affair. And since Katrina it has been made more complicated
and delayed by requiring that every task order be completed, wasting precious time after the event. In our 2015
updated National Flood Policies and Programs in Review document, ASFPM developed several specific
recommendations for improving post-disaster mitigation operations through the JFO.
Mitigation support systems are also not working to their full potential or in a timely way. Increased Cost of
Compliance, which, since the year before Katrina has had specific statutory authorization to be triggered upon an
offer of mitigation and not just based on substantial damage, has not been implemented in this way. I wonder
how many Katrina-affected or Sandy-affected properties could have been mitigated or at least mitigated faster if
ICC was triggered just upon an offer of mitigation? Usually the starting point of post-disaster mitigation is the
substantial damage determination. Despite having a system set up to collect Adjuster Preliminary Damage
Assessment information under the NFIP, the information is not getting to either the state or community in a
timely or easy way.
States are not pulling their weight either. Whether it is state emergency management agencies or political
leadership higher up the chain, far too many states have invested too little in their own hazard mitigation
capability. If a state has little or no capability, when a disaster hits, you can pretty much guarantee chaos and a
very, very slow process getting up to speed. This can also be said for many state floodplain management
programs. How many FTEs do states fund independent of FEMA funding? Why are states not investing more into
their futures? Also, too many State Hazard Mitigation Officers see their jobs as FEMA grant processors rather
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than the state’s hazard mitigation champion. Also, I cringe when I see a state facing a large disaster event, only to
see the governor appoint a czar rather than trusting their own home grown capability.
Finally, communities collectively need to do a better job. This begins with the substantial damage determination.
The availability of ICC has made the substantial determination process more politically acceptable, but there still
needs to be a better effort. And when local capability is overwhelmed, more ASFPM chapters need to have a
volunteer cadre of knowledgeable floodplain managers to assist. Although mitigation planning has been going on
since just before Katrina, I still hear stories of mitigation plans being simply delegated to a contractor with little or
no personal investment by the appropriate community officials. Yet mitigation planning is still a great opportunity
to pre-identify mitigation options and areas! What would happen if FEMA funding were to go away for mitigation
planning? Would a community feel compelled to proactively continue it on its own? If a flood event hit, is the
community prepared to financially assist with the non-federal cost-share of a project? One of our ASFPM leaders,
Dr. Warren Campbell, has been tracking stormwater utilities in the country for several years and reports there
are only about 1,400 of them nationwide. Sometimes the fastest HMGP projects to get funded are those that
have already been put together as an application for another funding source. Yet how many communities are
proactively pursuing those other opportunities? Not enough.
In short, while there are outstanding examples of FEMA, states and communities making post-disaster mitigation
programs work in a timely way, it is still the exception and not the rule. Collectively I would like us to take a little
bit more of a “first responder” mindset towards mitigation. And for goodness sakes, states and communities
must begin to take more responsibility and build their own capability irrespective of FEMA or other outside
funding sources. Like Paul Osman, state floodplain manager for Illinois, says, we need to be ready with mitigation
programs while the “carp are still flopping on the couch.” We have the tools, systems and knowledge to execute
quickly, but we need the will and some policy changes to make our mitigation system more efficient. Otherwise,
as said best by Dr. Shirley Laska, “delay is deadly.”
Your partner in loss reduction,

Chad
Hey, potential sponsors and exhibitors. It’s never
too early to start planning for ASFPM’s
national conference, which will be held in
Grand Rapids, Michigan from June 19-24, 2016.
To help in this important decision process, we’ve completed our
Sponsors/Exhibitors Prospectus extra early. Check it out here.
Thinking about presenting at ASFPM’s annual, national
conference on flood risk management? Now is the time to
prepare because our Call for Presenters will go out in September.
The conference website will be up and running soon. We hope to
see you at “Great Lakes—Grand Partners.”
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The annual ASFPM committee co-chair’s retreat in Madison
this month went off without a hitch…unless you count a
torrential downpour, screaming winds, lightning and a
tornado watch during the Olin Park pig roast a “problem.”

As is tradition (not really, this is new but we
hope it catches on) new committee folks
get their photo taken with the guest of
honor at the annual committee co-chair
retreat picnic. At left is ASFPM’s new vice
chair, Maria Cox Lamm (who also serves as
the committees coordinator), and Louis
Greenwell, our new Professional
Development Committee co-chair.

Above, the committee co-chairs huddle inside the Olin
Park shelter while the poor photographer, Michele
Mihalovich, stood outside in the pouring rain to
capture a bit of history for the August 2015 News &
Views newsletter.
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The annual committee co-chair retreat is 1 part fun (the picnic),
and 23 parts buckling down and coming up with a workplan for
the coming year. Much of the strategy sessions took place in a
meeting room above Cooper’s Restaurant on Capitol Square.
Photo by Larry Larson. This year’s attendees were: Chair Ceil
Strauss, Vice Chair Maria Cox Lamm, Co-chairs Bruce Bender
(Insurance), Bill Brown (Stormwater Management), Larry Buss
(Nonstructural), Warren Campbell (Higher Education), Heidi
Carlin (Training and Outreach), Louis Greenwell (Professional
Development), Bo Juza and Shana Udvardy (International), David
Knipe (Mapping/Engineering Standards), Deborah Mills (Flood
Mitigation), Rebecca Pfeiffer (Natural and Beneficial Functions),
Michael Powell (Floodplain Regulations), Jeanne Ruefer (Arid
Regions), Alisa Sauvageot and Terri Turner (No Adverse Impact),
Pod Facilitators Siavash Beik (Technical), David Fowler
(Watershed), Tim Trautman (Mitigation), and Liaison Gary
Heinrichs (Insurance).

The two and a half day agenda included a policy and
projects briefing from ASFPM’s Science Services
Department; policy discussions on private flood
insurance; toilets on the coasts; community-based flood
insurance; Increased Cost of Compliance Coverage;
memorandums of understandings with partners like APA
and the Corps; disaster response issues; NAI and
resilience; progress on a riverine erosion discussion
paper; and open discussions between committee cochairs who shared their best practices and tips on
successful committee operations. The attendees will be
turning in their FY16 workplans, which ASFPM will get
on the committee websites as soon as they are received.
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8th Annual Hazus User Conference this December
Atlanta, GA. The Georgia Hazus User Group will host the 8th Annual Hazus User Group Conference in Atlanta from
Dec. 9 - 11, 2015. Registration is free and you can reserve your ticket at http://www.hazusconference.com/. This
year’s theme is "Hazus and the Emergency Management Life Cycle: From Practice to Policy."
Hazus is a nationally applicable standardized methodology that contains models for estimating potential losses
from earthquakes, floods and hurricanes and was developed by FEMA and the National Institute of Building
Sciences. Hazus uses Geographic Information Systems technology to estimate physical, economic and social
impacts of disasters.
Hazus continues to grow in terms of its capabilities as well as increasing national and international interest. The
conference provides an opportunity for users to meet, collaborate and share information regarding new and
innovative applications of the Hazus-MH technology and resources. As the only Hazus conference, this event will
showcase the latest advances in research and practice.
Participants and attendees are encouraged to submit presentation abstracts on innovative Hazus-related
applications such as, but not limited to, the use of Hazus in flood, earthquake or hurricane studies, international
applications of Hazus, academic uses, or enhancements of Hazus hazard and exposure input. Details for
submitting are below:



Abstracts should be between 75 and 150 words in length and submissions should also include the
presenter’s complete contact information and a brief biography
All abstract submissions should be emailed to the Hazus Outreach Team at hazus@arcaspicio.com and
must be received no later than Oct. 1.

If you have any questions, please visit http://www.hazusconference.com/ or contact hazus@arcaspicio.com.
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From the Chair
Ceil C. Strauss, CFM
With the 10th anniversary of Katrina, we are seeing many reflections in the
national media (and throughout this newsletter). Rebuilding has been a slow,
arduous process. While many good things are happening, it seems there has been
even more frustration and finger pointing. Lessons learned have led to more focus
on building codes and using the best available science for identifying areas of risk.
But what’s the bottom line in terms of reducing risk of damage due to flooding, and who pays to help
communities and citizens recover after a flood? What information do we still need, and what are some of areas
of work that are a priority over the next couple years?
Based on the summaries I’ve seen, it’s clear that the cost of flooding continues to increase. Yet, the figures we do
see are usually just representing a small part of the picture. At the ASFPM policy committee co-chair retreat last
year, Larry Buss, the co-chair of our Nonstructural Floodproofing Committee, was expressing frustration with the
difficulty in getting a comprehensive summary of the cost of floods. He hit upon a nerve that concerned all of us
involved in that discussion.
To gather post disaster costs at the federal level, we can get the figures on flood insurance claims paid out, the
SBA loans, how much goes towards the Hazard Mitigation Grant Program, and how much is paid out for Public
Assistance and Individual Assistance. But what I have not seen are the costs for FEMA to mobilize the Joint Field
Offices and Disaster Response Centers where the work is done with assisting communities with the PA process, or
individuals with options like the IA and SBA loans. With more digging, we might get some figures on the extra
post flood outlays of other federal agencies, like the US Army Corps of Engineers, NOAA, NRCS and HUD.
Calculating the post disaster costs at the state, regional and local level are even more difficult to gather. Plus
there are the costs at the individual level, including non-NFIP insurance claims. To my knowledge, there are not
good estimates of the costs of flooding that include all these components. And then we have the costs of the
interruption to commerce and the opportunity costs. If anyone does have good sources of overall disaster costs,
I’d appreciate that information.
We all know the costs are high, and continue to go up. So what’s being done to reduce future flood risks and
costs? Too often, it’s clear that planning at the local level now assumes that the federal government will pick up a
major portion of the disaster costs after a flood. Infrastructure is rebuilt “as is” since the feds will pick up that tab
over and over again. The process does not incentivize rebuilding with a more resilient design that will result in
less damage and disruption to the local economy during the next flood. And while I haven’t seen any studies of
state and local capabilities, it certainly seems like states are quick to look for a presidential disaster in order to get
the federal assistance.
There are certainly areas where we’d like to see improvements in federal recovery and mitigation programs, but
what about responsibility at the state and local levels? Many politicians like to talk about “personal
responsibility” when it comes to other parts of the county, yet resist higher regulatory standards to reduce future
flood risks and expect the federal taxpayers to shoulder the majority of the burden for local recovery and flood
risk reduction projects, with their state and local communities making minimal effort to find local sources of
funding.
Some states and locals had done admirable jobs of putting plans in place, and putting some skin in the game with
reliable funding sources. In my state of Minnesota, we’ve had higher regulatory standards from the beginning
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and many of our communities have chosen to adopt higher standards, especially after big flood events. And we
have a state Flood Damage Reduction Grant program that was initially created in 1987, the year of the
“superstorm” in the Twin Cities. Funding for that grant program increased dramatically after the major flood in
1997 on the Red River of the North that hit major communities on the river between Minnesota and North
Dakota. The state legislature has put over $473 million into grants for flood damage reduction projects. And local
communities have found funding sources to help with their portions of the initial projects, and the operation and
maintenance costs. Western Kentucky University has an excellent explanation paper and national survey of local
stormwater utilities, and those are a common source of local funding for large and small communities in
Minnesota for their flood risk reduction projects. Other communities have been able to pass referendums for
local sales taxes or property taxes to fund projects.
We all recognize the importance of mitigating risks. One of the benefits of the 2012 and 2014 reform acts is that
individual home and business owners are starting to see the financial benefits of elevating or moving out of the
high flood risk areas. After a flood many home and business owners see the value of mitigating, and make
inquiries, but there are not enough affordable and expedient options. Due to the lack of options, they give up on
trying to do the right thing by elevating and/or floodproofing, and rebuild in place. Those who are substantially
damaged often do not have the resources they need, and are displaced or living in unacceptable conditions for
years while waiting for buyouts or grants to mitigate to come through.
While there have been improvements in the HMGP program in the last 10 years, and we can point to many
examples of good state and/or local programs helping individuals to mitigate, facilitating and providing incentives
to mitigate at the individual level continues to be a big concern to ASFPM members. Recent news that the FHA
203K loans can be used for mitigation projects is very welcome, and one more tool in the toolbox to get
mitigation done. There have also been discussions about potential options for using Increased Cost of Compliance
funds that are allowable within current law, but not yet implemented. In discussions with FEMA staff, we know
they are looking at an array of options in all program areas for what can be done within their existing authority
(i.e., without changes in law), and this funding option is one area being considered.
ASFPM members continue to be concerned about the growing costs of recovery from floods. We want to see
more efforts to provide incentives and resources to rebuild and regulate in ways that will be more resilient and
reduce the costs of flooding. ASFPM leadership and staff will continue to share updates, good sources of
information, and good examples or ideas with our members. And we welcome your ideas and concerns on these
issues, and other topics!
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ASFPM Editorial Guidelines
ASFPM accepts and welcomes articles from our members and partners. “The Insider” and “News & Views” have a style
format, and if necessary, we reserve the right to edit submitted articles for space, grammar, punctuation, spelling, potential
libel and clarity. If we make substantive changes, we will email the article back to you for your approval before using. We
encourage you to include art with your article in the form of photos, illustrations, charts and graphs. Please include a
description of the art, along with the full name of who created the art. If the art is not yours originally, you must include
expressed, written consent granting ASFPM permission to use the art in our publications. If you have any questions, please
contact Michele Mihalovich at editor@floods.org.
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